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Scene 1 extended: A01-A08
A01 Matt - the main character - approaches along a path, pausing in a 

long shot (head to foot). He walks on out of the shot. Filmed with 
a wide angle lens.  

A02 This long shot shows the same action, from the same position, as 
the beginning of shot A01. It was filmed with a telephoto lens, so 
he looks closer, but the perspective seems flatter. 

A03 The beginning of this long shot shows the same action as the end 
of shot A01. It’s filmed from the reverse angle, with the camera 
pointing in almost the opposite direction.  You could edit the two 
shots together as shot-reverse shot. 

A04 This big closeup is filmed with a telephoto lens. This gives it 
shallow focus: Matt is sharp but the background is blurred. 

A05 This telephoto shot includes a focus pull.  The focus changes from 
the trees in the foreground to the concrete bunker in the 
background. 

A06 The camera tracks along a path in this point of view shot.  
Filmed with a wide angle lens on a stabiliser. 

A07 Wide angle, point of view, tracking shot further along the path. 
Filmed with a wide angle lens on a stabiliser.  

A08 Extreme long shot. Matt enters the scene from the left, pauses, 
then walks to the back of the bunker on the right.   
Filmed with a wide angle lens.  
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Scene 1 extended: A09-A16
A09 High angle tracking shot. This long shot follows Matt walking 

alongside the bunker and then turning to go inside.   

A10 Wide angle tracking shot of Matt walking alongside the bunker. 
Mostly mid shot.  At the end, the camera pans left to follow Matt 
as he walks to the bunker entrance. 

A11 Medium closeup tracking shot of Matt walking along the path, 
filmed in profile. 

A12 Medium closeup. Tracking shot of Matt walking along the path. 
Filmed from almost in front (three quarter view). It’s a low angle 
shot which makes him look more courageous. 

A13 Point of view shot. Wide angle, tracking shot moving along the 
path to the bunker entrance. 

A14 High angle shot filmed with an ultrawide lens. The camera tilts 
down to follow Matt as he goes inside the bunker. 

A15 Low angle shot. Medium closeup. Matt appears in the bunker 
entrance and looks around. 

A16 Low angle shot. Closeup. Matt looks around from the entrance. 
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Scene 1 extended: A17-A24
A17 Stabilised shot. It pans sideways to show Matt’s point of view as 

he looks into the bunker. Filmed with an ultrawide lens, which 
makes the perspective look dramatic. 

A18 This wide angle, static long shot becomes an extreme long shot 
at the end. Matt walks the length of the bunker and picks up the 
object.

A19 This wide angle shot is mainly static, apart from a brief pan at the 
end. Matt walks the length of the bunker and bends down to pick 
up the object. The shot shows the same action as A18 but from 
the reverse angle. 

A20 This stabilised/Steadicam tracking shot shows Matt walking 
through the bunker. It’s a mid shot, filmed with an ultrawide lens. 
It shows most of the same action as shots A18 and A19. 

A21 Point of View shot. Ultrawide, stabilised/Steadicam tracking shot 
moving through the bunker. 

A22 This mid shot shows Matt as seen from outside the window 
opening. It’s handheld, to suggest that someone is watching him.

A23 Backlit closeup of Matt walking through the bunker.

A24 This is an insert: a closeup that shows a detail of the scene.  
(Matt’s feet walking through a puddle). 
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Scene 1 extended: A25-A32
A25 In this low angle, wide angle long shot Matt walks through the 

doorway and discovers the object.  
He drops it, turns and runs back to the entrance.  

A26 Matt enters the room, picks up the object, looks up, drops it and 
runs away. The camera tilts to follow him as he bends to pick up 
the object. 

A27 In this ultrawide wormseye shot, Matt examines the object, drops 
it and runs away.   

A28 Matt examines the object. Filmed as a low angle shot to show his 
face as he looks down. It has dramatic low-key lighting from one 
side.  

A29 Matt crouches to examine the object, then looks up, drops it, turns 
and starts to run. He’s lit by rim light, behind him but out of shot.  

A30 A figure briefly appears in the window behind Matt, in this 
shallow focus shot.  
This shot is filmed from the opposite side to most of the other 
shots. If you use it, take care not to break the 180 degree rule. 

A31 This insert shows Matt's feet knocking  the canister over, and his 
hand reaching down to pick it up. 

A32 This closeup shows the canister rocking slightly on the ground.  
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Scene 1 extended: A33-A40
A33 In this insert, Matt’s hand picks up the canister. 

A34 Matt turns the object in his hands, shown in profile and lit by rim 
light.  

A35 Matt turns the object in his hands, shown from in front.  

A36 Closeup of Matt looking up and beginning to look scared.  
Filmed with a medium telephoto lens. 

A37 Matt looks frightened in this big closeup, reaction shot.  
Filmed with a telephoto lens.

A38 This closeup shows Matt looking up, shown in profile, using rim 
light.  

A39 Matt looks frightened. The ultrawide lens makes the closeup look 
strange. 

A40 Matt drops the object and runs through the bunker to escape, in 
this static, wide angle long shot. 
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Scene 1 extended: A41-A48
A41 The camera tracks quickly through the bunker and out of the 

entrance in this ultrawide point of view tracking shot.  

A42 Matt runs through the building to the entrance, shown from in 
front. This stabilised shot shows most of the same action as shot 
A40. 

A43 Matt runs out of the bunker, looks around and walks past the 
camera in a wide angle mid shot.   

A44 This big closeup shows Matt’s expression as he looks around. It’s 
filmed with a telephoto lens which gives it shallow focus.  

A45 This point of view shot shows the scene outside.

A46 Steadicam/stabilised long shot of Matt looking, turning and 
walking into the distance. 

A47 Extreme closeup of a watching eye, filmed with a macro lens.

A48 This ultrawide tracking shot races along the path and into the 
bunker window. 
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Scene 1 extended: A49-A60
These cutaway/B-roll shots provide extra atmosphere or detail.   
Shots A50-A52 are Dutch angle shots, filmed on a slant to make them look strange.  

A49 A54 

A50 A55 

A51 A56 

A52 A57 

A53 A58 

A59 

A60 
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Scene 2 extended: B01-B08
B01 Extreme long shot of Matt approaching along a path. The camera 

pans to show him going down steps into a bunker. Ultra wide 
angle lens, high angle shot. 

B02 This long shot shows most of the same action as B01 and also 
ends with a pan. Wide angle.    

B03 Wide angle point of view shot going down steps into a concrete 
corridor.  

B04 Tracking shot. Mid shot of a girl approaching. Wide angle.  

B05 Tracking shot. Point of view shot approaching Matt from behind. 
Ultra wide angle lens. 

B06 Birdseye shot. Matt walks into the space and looks around.  
The girl approaches him from behind and says “You forgot this”.  
He turns to face her.  
Includes the girl’s first line. 

B07 Wide angle two shot, with the girl in long shot.  
Includes entire dialogue. 

B08 Ultra wide angle two shot, with the girl in a three quarter shot.  
Includes entire dialogue.
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Scene 2 extended: B09-B16
B09 Same as Shot B07, but the girl has disappeared.  

B10 Same as shot B08, but the girl has disappeared.  

B11 Using an ultrawide lens makes this closeup look strange and 
distorted.  

B12 Ultrawide, point of view/subjective closeup. The girl is looking 
straight into the camera.  
Includes the final lines of the girl’s dialogue.

B13 Wide angle two shot. 
Includes entire dialogue. 

B14 Over the shoulder, wide angle tracking shot. The girl approaches 
Matt and he turns to face her. 
Includes the girl’s first line.

B15 Handheld medium telephoto shot, showing Matt in medium 
closeup. 
Includes entire dialogue.

B16 Handheld big closeup telephoto shot of Matt with the girl in the 
background. Shallow focus, with a slow track in.  
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Scene 2 extended: B17-B24
B17 
 

The reverse angle of shot B15: handheld, medium telephoto.  
Medium closeup of the girl. Over the shoulder shot. 
Includes entire dialogue.

B18 
 

Medium telephoto closeup. 
Includes entire dialogue. 

B19 
 

Another take of the medium telephoto closeup.  
Includes entire dialogue.

B20 
 

Big closeup with shallow focus. 
Includes entire dialogue. 

B21 
 

Over the shoulder closeup of Matt. Medium telephoto, handheld.  
This is a ‘dirty’ shot (you can see part of the girl’s body). Compare it 
with B22.  
Includes entire dialogue.

B22 
 

Over the shoulder closeup of Matt. Medium telephoto, handheld. 
Includes entire dialogue. 

B23 
 

Handheld, telephoto big closeup.  
Includes entire dialogue.

B24 
 

Extreme closeup.  
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Scene 2 extended: B25-B31
B25 
 

Subjective (point of view) shot. Mid shot, medium telephoto lens.  
Includes entire dialogue.

B26 
 

Medium closeup version of B25.  
Includes entire dialogue.

B27 
 

Closeup subjective shot.  
Includes the final lines of the girl’s dialogue.

B28 
 

Insert showing the girl’s feet approaching. 

B29 
 

Insert of the girl’s hands passing the canister to Matt, and him 
examining it. 

B30 
 

Insert of the girl's hands holding the canister.  
Shallow focus. 

B31 
 

Insert of the canister as a subjective (point of view) shot.  
Shallow focus. 
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